All aboard the Polar Express with this sensory-friendly GIANT Screen experience!

Watch The Polar Express on the GIANT Screen!

Date/Time: December 8, 4:30 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Cost: $5 with promo code ASQC

What is a sensory-friendly film?
- Theater lights dimmed
- Volume is turned down
- Movies are in 2D
- No trailers are shown unless they are embedded in the film
- Handicap accessibility in theater
- Freedom to move around and make noise in theater
- A “chill out zone” outside of the theater

Holiday-themed activities will be available to guests before and during the show in the "chill-out zone" on Lardner Balcony.

Sensory-friendly films are supported by the Autism Society of the Quad Cities.

For more information on upcoming sensory-friendly films at the Putnam Museum & Science Center, visit: http://putnam.org/Movies/Featured/Sensory-Friendly-Films